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levers on rose

1 – using the lock as a template mark and drill fixing holes to
correspond to those in the lock/latch body.  (fig 1)

2 – unscrew the cover roses from the levers to expose the
fixing plates (fig 2)

3 – fit the spindle into the back of the fixing rose, on one
side, making sure that the split/grooved side of the spindle
lines up with the grub screw (fig 3)
Tighten the grub screw fully

4 – insert the fitted spindle and handle through the lock/latch,
ensure you have the lever the correct way, making sure the
rose is fitted flat against the face of the door. fit the other
lever on to the spindle on the opposite side of the door and
keeping both fixing roses flat to the face of the door tighten
the grub screw into the spindle. (fig 4)

BOLT THROUGH FIXING

fit the short bolt into the barrel and then insert through the 
fixing rose and the drilled holes. from the other side push
the longer bolt through the fixing rose and screw in to the
barrel and tighten (fig 5) 

FACE FIXING

we strongly recommend the use of the bolt through fixings as 
this will give a more secure fitting. however if your lock/latch 
does not allow for bolt through fixing or it is just not possible to 
use this method the levers can be fitted to the door face using
the wood screws supplied.

5 – finally check both grub screws are tightened and replace
the two cover roses.

CLEANING

occasional wiping with a soft cloth and cleaning with a non
abrasive wax polish.

Do not use any chemical or abrasive cleaners
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